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In this paper an Artificial Neural Network (NN) approach has been applied to improve the quality of the INSAT derived sub-division quantitative
precipitation estimates (IMD-QPE) over the Indian region for the summer
monsoon season. Data for the years 2001, 2003 and 2004 have been used as
the training sample. The method is tested with independent sample data for
the year 2005. For the subdivisions over the domains of high orographic and
monsoon low pressure system, where very rainfall occasionally occurs, different network architectures are applied to minimize the IMD-QPE errors. An
inter-comparison between NNQPE (NN model output IMD-QPE), IMD-QPE
and actual rainfall indicates that the pattern of NNQPE is closer to the observed rainfall distribution. The weekly mean absolute error of IMD-QPE
with respect to observed rainfall, which ranges between 10–99 mm, becomes
4–70 mm in case of NNQPE. The performance statistics shows that the proposed NN model is able to produce better IMD-QPE with higher skill score
and correlation co-efficient with respect to observation in most of the sub-divisions. The method is found to be promising for operational application.
Keywords: artificial neural network, INSAT derived QPE, weekly subdivision
rainfall, orographic, skill score

1. Introduction
Satellite observations of infrared (IR) and microwave radiances have been
used successfully to retrieve precipitation information over many parts of the
globe. Satellite derived Quantitative Precipitation Estimates (QPE) promise
to provide very useful input for the initialization and validation of Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) models (e.g. Krishnamurti et al., 1995; Roy
Bhowmik and Prasad, 2001). But the accuracy of the product is limited by the
relatively indirect relationship between the radiances measured from the satellites and the rate of precipitation at the ground. It has been well established
by various studies (Janowiak, 1992; Ebert and Marshall, 1995; Roy Bhowmik
and Sud, 2003) that the accuracy of the satellite-derived QPE is limited due to
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many technical and scientific issues. There are various key factors like topography, prevailing synoptic situation and its interactions with mesoscale systems, stratiform precipitation and calibration issues which create uncertainties in deriving QPE from satellite data sets.
The study of Roy Bhowmik and Sud (2003) showed that the very heavy
rainfall events over most part of Indian monsoon region is significantly under-estimated due to the fact that rainfall rate constant (72 mm/day) as introduced by Arkin et al. (1989) is unrealistically low in the context of intense
mesoscale convective rainfall in association with monsoon depression or cyclone.
One way to improve the accuracy of rainfall estimates for the Indian monsoon would be to use a statistical technique to post-process the satellite estimates based on their error characteristics. The roots of this approach are
found in the work of Glahn and Lowry (1972) who used regression techniques
to derive corrections for numerical weather prediction fields to make them more
similar to the observed values. However, the relationships between model
forecasts and observations are typically nonlinear and thus are only partially
captured by linear approaches such as regression. During recent years, the
technique of Artificial Neural Networks (NN) has drawn considerable attention for handling these kinds of problem. Neural Networks have been widely
applied to many meteorological problems, such as predicting tornadoes (Marzban and Stumpf, 1996), damaging winds (Marzban and Stumpf, 1998), thunderstorms (McCann, 1992), quantitative precipitation (Hall et al., 1999; Koizumi, 1999), and even long-range monsoon precipitation (Wu et al., 2001). It
has a strong potential for pattern reorganization and signal processing problems and also has the ability to predict future values of a time series from past
values.
The tool, which is one of the most effective methods for pattern reorganization and signal processing problems, has been applied in this study to improve
Indian Geostationary Satellite (INSAT) derived Quantitative Precipitation Estimates (IMD-QPE). The strategy for applying the NN technique involves two
phases. The first phase, known as training period, utilizes IMD-QPE and observed rainfall fields to derive statistics and the second phase utilizes the
IMD-QPE and aforementioned statistics to obtain the modified IMD-QPE. Details of the NN technique are available in the literature (Shi, 2001; Bishop,
1995).

2. Data and methodology
IMD-QPE from the Indian Geostationary Satellite (INSAT) are derived at
the grid resolution of 1° ´ 1° lat./long. following the algorithm as described by
Arkin et. al. (1989). The approach is identical with one, which was used to ob-
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tain such estimates for GOES (Arkin and Meisner, 1987). According to this algorithm the rainfall estimates is given by:
R=3´f´h

(1)

Where R is aerial rainfall estimates in mm, f is the fraction of IR pixels
within the square grid with a temperature less than 235 K and total number of
pixels within the square grid and h is time in hour.
The constant rain-rate of 3 mm/hour provides the best correlation of the
regression relation (Richard and Arkin, 1981).
The subdivision weekly IMD-QPE prepared by the Satellite Division of the
India Meteorological Department (IMD) are used in this study. In order to get
the corresponding data sets of ground truth, the subdivision weekly rainfall
data obtained from Hydrology Division have been used as observed data set.
In general, a neural network is a computer model composed of individual
processing elements called neurons. The neurons are connected by links that
have weights associated with them. A neural network consists of multiple layers of neurons interconnected with neurons in other layers. These layers are
referred to as the input layer, hidden layer(s) and output layer. The inputs and
the interconnection weights are processed by a weighted summation function
to produce a sum that is passed to a transfer function. The output of the transfer function is the output of the neurons. A neural network is trained with input and output pattern examples. It then constructs a nonlinear numerical
model of a physical process in terms of network parameters, Shi (2001).
The NN technique proposed here is based on the three-layer feed forward
back propagation (Rumelhart et. al, 1986; Bishop, 1995; Haykin, 1999) using
the basic Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm as illustrated in Figure
1(a,b). This is a commonly used method for the minimization of mean square
error criteria (Maqsood et. al., 2002; Marquardt, 1963). The layers 1, 2, and 3
represent the input layers, hidden layers and the output layer respectively. In
Figure 1(a), for the subdivisions which are not affected by very heavy rainfall
due to orographic or monsoon synoptic system, the neuron of the input layer is
represented by corresponding weekly IMD-QPE i.e. W(QPE). The hidden layer
is determined during network architecture design and adjusted to achieve best
network performance. For this work, 10 hidden neurons are found to produce
the best result. Finally, the neuron in output layer is the corresponding improved weekly rainfall W(RF). In Figure 1(b), for the subdivisions which are
affected by heavy to very heavy rainfall due to orographic or monsoon synoptic
system, the neuron of the inputs layer is represented by three consecutive
weeks IMD-QPE i.e., W(QPE), W-1(QPE) and W-2(QPE). The hidden layers
are determined during network architecture design and adjusted to achieve
the best network performance. In this case also, 10 hidden-layer neurons are
found to produce the best performance. The neuron in the output layer is the
corresponding improved weekly rainfall W(RF).
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Figure 1. Neural Network architecture for (a) subdivisions where monsoon system is not dominant (b) subdivisions where monsoon system and orography are dominant. Weekly IMD-QPE is
noted as W(QPE), weekly rainfall as W(RF), previous week’s weekly IMD-QPE as W-1(QPE) and
previous to previous week’s weekly IMD-QPE as W-2(QPE).

Figure 2 displays geographical locations of the subdivisions which occasionally receive heavy to very heavy rainfall due to synoptic scale monsoon circulations or orograhic during summer monsoon season. This also presents the
subdivision mean weekly QPE for the monsoon season (1 June to 30 September) of 2005. These subdivisions are: Coastal Karnataka, Konkan and Goa. In

Figure 2. The geographical locations of some important subdivisions and the weekly mean subdivision IMD-QPE for the period 01 June to 30 September 2005.
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Table 1. An intercomparison of mean rainfall for the test sample with two different network architectures for the subdivisions where monsoon system and orography are dominant.
Subdivision

IMD-QPE

IMD Rainfall Single input NN Multiple inputs (three
consecutive weeks) NN

Konkan and Goa

201

182

198

193

Costal Karnataka

222

178

215

145

Sub-Himalaya of West
Bengal and Sikkim

112

99

107

93

Gangetic West Bengal

78

67

75

66

100

57

87

56

Orissa

the east coast of India, Gangetic West Bengal, Orissa and neighborhood in the
east central India and Sub-Himalaya of West Bengal and Sikkim along the foot
hills of the Himalayas. For these subdivisions a number of inputs were compared in constructing the network architectures and it is found that using a
previous three consecutive weekly IMD-QPE as inputs gives the optimum network performance for the type of data we used in this study. Table 1 shows an
inter-comparison of mean weekly rainfall for these subdivisions based on two
different NN architectures against observed weekly rainfall and IMD-QPE.
The inter-comparison reveals that the results of the new NN architecture (input layer with three consecutive weeks subdivision rainfall) are closer to the
corresponding weekly subdivision rainfall. The inter-comparison also reveals
that weekly IMD-QPE for these subdivisions are always higher compare to the
observed weekly subdivision rainfall. Over estimation of weekly rainfall for
these subdivisions is due to the fact that IMD QPE, though fails to capture
mesoscale heavy to very heavy rainfall features, it produces unrealistic rainfall
belt over a larger area around the monsoon system, resulting higher subdivision rainfall (Roy Bhowmik et al., 2007). Krishnamurti and Bhalme (1976)
showed that monsoon system of Indian summer monsoon follows quasi-biweekly oscillation. This justifies the new NN architecture (input layer with
three consecutive weeks subdivision rainfall) designed for the sub-divisions
where monsoon systems are dominant.
During the network design, within the training set we used some data for
validation which also dependent to prevent overfitting the network so that it
will generalize well on independent data. A number of transfer functions were
compared in constructing the network architectures and it was found that using
a tan-sigmoid transfer function to propagate to the hidden layers and a linear
transfer function to propagate to the output layer in a three-layer backpropagation architecture gives the optimum network performance for the type of
data we used in this study.
The weekly IMD-QPE from satellite observations of the southwest monsoon seasons of 2001, 2003 and 2004 of a subdivision is taken as signal to the
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input layer neurons. Training was done with the help of corresponding weekly
rainfall data of that particular subdivision and then the results were tested
with another set of sample data for the year 2005.
The process of updating of weights is iterated until the error between the
derived and actual output becomes less than a predefined small value 10–6. For
better performance of network trial and error strategy is used to determine
this predefined small value against the training data set.
Since INSAT was defunct during 2002, the year 2002 has been skipped in
this study. This process was applied to all the meteorological subdivisions of
India.

Figure 3. An inter-comparison of mean weekly rainfall on the basis of IMD-QPE, rain-gauge
rainfall and the improve QPE by neural network based on the independent data sample for the period from 01 June to 30 September 2005.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Performance statistics
The mean patterns of subdivisional weekly rainfall of the summer monsoon (1 June to 30 September) 2005 based on IMD-QPE, observations and
neural network for an independent test sample are shown in Figure 3. The result shows that the mean pattern of IMD-QPE does not agree with the observations for most of the subdivisions both for the training (not shown) as well
as for the test data period. The maximum over estimation occurs over Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, Kerala, Coastal Karnataka and East Madhya Pradesh.
But with NNQPE the patterns becomes closer to the observations. The geographical locations of these subdivisions are as shown in Figure 2. The weekly
mean range of IMD-QPE, actual rainfall observations and NNQPE for the
training set (not shown) are respectively 28–230 mm, 13–159 mm and 15–184
mm. The corresponding ranges for the test data set are 19–222 mm, 12–178
mm and 12–193 mm respectively.
Figure 4 represents the mean absolute errors of IMD-QPE and NNQPE
with respect to the rainfall observation. The inter-comparison reveals that a
IMD-QPE error decreases considerably with the NNQPE model. The weekly
mean absolute error of IMD-QPE which ranges between 10–99 mm becomes
4–70 mm in case of NNQPE.
Figure 5 shows the overall pattern of co-relation coefficient (CC) of IMDQPE and NNQPE with respect to the observed rainfall. The CC of NNQPE is
found to be higher over the most subdivisions compare to that of IMD-QPE.

Figure 4. An inter-comparison mean absolute errors between IMD-QPE and neural network
QPE based on the independent data sample of 01 June to 30 September 2005.
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3.2 Skill score
For the inter-comparison of performance skill, the skill scores are obtained as
2
 MSE NNQPE


 ‰ 100%
Skill Score = 1 −
2

MSE
QPE 


(2)

Where MSENNQPE and MSEQPE stand for MSE (Mean square error) of the
neural network model and the satellite precipitation estimates respectively.
The performance skill of the NNQPE model for the testing data of the meteorological subdivisions has been shown in Figure 6. A positive value of the
skill score stands for a better performance of the model over satellite precipitation estimates, while a negative value of the skill score indicates that the
model does not have skill to match the satellite precipitation estimates. Though
some of the subdivisions have smaller positive skills values, the figure clearly
indicates that the neural network model has overall positive skill and performs better than the conventional satellite precipitation estimates with training (not shown) as well as independent data sets.
The error analysis in Figure 7 indicates that the NNQPE generally has a
lower percentage of large errors (≥ 90 mm) and a higher percentage of smaller
errors (≤ 30 mm) than the uncorrected IMD-QPE. This is another indication
that the NN post-processing of the IMD-QPE improves its accuracy.
4. Conclusions
In this study a NN approach have been used to improve the quality of
INSAT derived quantitative precipitation estimates over Indian region for the
southwest monsoon season. The study shows that the neural network model is
able to improve the quality of sub divisional weekly IMD-QPE. The weekly
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Figure 5. An inter-comparison of CC of observed subdivision weekly rainfall with IMD-QPE and
neural network QPE for the independent data sample of 01 June to 30 September 2005.
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Figure 6. The performance skill of the NNQPE model for the period from 01 June to 30 September 2005.
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Figure 7. The quantitative error range of IMD-QPE and NN model for the period from 01 June to
30 September 2005.

mean absolute error of IMD-QPE which ranges between 10–99 mm reduces to
4–70 mm in case of an NNQPE. This indicates that the neural network approach reduces the IMD-QPE errors and provides a pattern which is closer to
the observed rainfall pattern.
Orographically-enhanched heavy rainfall pattern is difficult to capture by
IMD-QPE because of the low threshold being used for cloud top temperature.
However, considerable improvement in the quality of IMD-QPE over the subdivisions of very heavy rainfalls (orographic and monsoon low pressure system) are also noticed from the use of three consecutive weeks IMD-QPE as input. The inter-comparison of skill scores confirms the better performance and
effectiveness of the proposed NN model. The results have clearly indicated the
feasibility of our approach. The approach shows encouraging results to reduce
errors of satellite precipitation estimates.
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Further improvement can be achieved through the use of high quality
daily rainfall analysis and suitable adjustment between cloud top temperature
threshold and rain-rate. An ensemble neural network can be developed to perform multi-class classification with location and elevation information to improve the orographic-affected areas.
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Pobolj{anje kvalitete INSAT izvedenih procjena koli~inske
oborine kori{tenjem metode neuronske mre`e
Sankar Nath, A. K Mitra i S. K. Roy Bhowmik
U ovoj studiji se koristi umjetna neuronska mre`a (NN) za pobolj{anje INSAT
izvedenih podrazreda procjena koli~inske oborine (IMD-QPE) nad podru~jem Indije
tijekom sezone ljetnog monsuna. Kori{teni su podaci za 2001., 2003. i 2004. godinu kao
probni uzorak. Metoda se testira na nezavisnom skupu podataka iz 2005. Za
podrazrede nad domenama visokog orografskog tlaka i monsunskog niskog tlaka gdje
se opa`aju vrlo jake ki{e, primijenila se razli~ita mre`na arhitektura radi
minimaliziranja IMD-QPE gre{aka. Usporedba izme|u NNQPE (izlaz IMD-QPE NN
modela), IMD-QPE i stvarne oborine upu}uje da je uzorak NNQPE bli`i opa`enoj
distribuciji oborine. Tjedna srednja apsolutna pogre{ka IMD-QPE u odnosu na
opa`enu oborinu, koja se nalazi unutar intervala od 10–99 mm, postaje 4–70 mm u
slu~aju NNQPE. Statistika je pokazala da je predlo`eni NN model sposoban bolje
reproducirati IMD-QPE s boljim pokazateljima uspje{nosti i koeficijentima korelacije u
odnosu na opa`anja u ve}ini podrazreda. Pokazano je da se metoda mo`e uspje{no
primijeniti u svakodnevnoj praksi.

Klju~ne rije~i: umjetna neuronska mre`a, INSAT izveden QPE, tjedna oborina, orografija, pokazatelj uspje{nosti
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